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Welcome to the Autumn edition of
Evergreen Explorer Magazine.
We’re talking new ships, a new
destination, the return of a popular
destination, plus the favourites are
back so it’s shaping up to be an
exciting year for Explorers!
We’re kicking off with the biggest
and the best destination – Europe!
In our newly released Europe 2016
program you’ll find fantastic new
tours plus new ocean and river
cruise combinations including the
Mediterranean, the Baltics and the
Arctic Circle. More details on page 6.
Learn about how we build our
award-winning Emerald ‘Star Ships’
and keep reading for two hot new
options closer to home: exotic
South East Asia with the majestic
Mekong River and sweet-as New
Zealand, both of which include
incredible cruising.
An exciting new travel year calls for a
new look Explorer magazine. We’ve
refreshed the design to bring you even
more travel inspiration. Why not tell us
what you think? You can reach us on
Facebook and YouTube!
Kim Fong
1980
-

Explorer Community Manager,
Evergreen Tours
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EXPERIENCE
Specialising in premium escorted touring
throughout the world since 1980
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Carefully planned in-depth and insightful
itineraries which enable us to deliver an
experience of exceptional standards
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offer exclusives

Cabin upgrade^*

Discount code EVDIR202

GOLD MEMBER

DIAMOND MEMBER

Cabin upgrade^ +
1 Discover More*

Cabin upgrade^ +
1 Discover More +
All day drinks package*

Discount code EVDIR202

Evergreen Tours
Spectacular Europe

New for 2016 are exciting cruise
itineraries in the Mediterranean,
Baltic and Arctic oceans, all linking
with your river cruise. We also offer a
wide range of seamlessly linked land
tours discovering Europe beyond its
waterways. With Evergreen Tours
you can experience all the must-see
attractions, destinations and scenery
you want, as well as breathtaking
sights you never knew existed.
Our team of local experts will proudly
show you the best Europe has to offer.
Our friendly Tour and Cruise Directors,
Coach Drivers, Local Guides and
Cruise Ship crew go out of their way

to ensure you’re totally satisfied with
every sightseeing experience and
exclusive excursion.
You will gain a unique perspective
into world famous icons and Europe’s
magnificent cities. While our itineraries
are comprehensive, you will also
appreciate freedom for personal
discoveries of Europe in your own time.
In this brochure you’ll find a
combination of the very best and most
affordable river cruising and touring
programs including superb sightseeing,
quality meals and excellent service.
Discover for yourself why River
Cruising and Touring with Evergreen
Tours is the most relaxing and
convenient way to explore Europe
and its spectacular waterways.
Evergreen Tours is a
proud member of Cruise
Lines International
Association.

2014
Editors’
Picks

Best New River Ships

"Emerald Star and
Emerald Sky offer a
modern, innovative
option for European
River Cruising without
breaking the bank"

Evergreen Tours
invites you to join us
in exploring Europe’s
breathtaking cities and
spectacular countryside,
a destination of
charming villages,
grand cities, fairy tale
castles and magnificent
waterways. Embark on
a journey of discovery
and experience the
heart of Europe the
Evergreen way.

20/03/2015 10:25 am

NEW EXCLUSIVE EXPLORER OFFER FOR OUR 2016 EUROPE PROGRAM.
SILVER MEMBER

Welcome

We invite you to join us aboard our
custom-built deluxe Emerald 'Star
Ships', where you’ll experience the
romance and adventure of Europe’s
waterways like never before.
With five identical ships in the fleet
these new ships are at the forefront
of design with spacious suites, full
balconies, innovative drop-down
windows and a unique heated pool
which converts into a cinema in the
evening. Our new 'Emerald Active'
choices give you a chance to enjoy a
guided hike or bike ride or the
traditional coach or walking tours of
towns and cities.

VALUE
Centrally located hotels, delicious dining
and unique attractions at unbeatable prices

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

16
20

36Years

Discount code EVDIR202

^Book and deposit for 2016 River Cruise in a Category C, B, A or R Emerald Balcony Suite and receive a FREE cabin upgrade. *Conditions apply. Offer expires 31/5/2015.

A STAR
Comes to Life
What does it take to develop a ‘Star Ship’ from an idea to reality?
We chat to Emerald ‘Star Ship’ builder Janos Debrei about the experience.

In 2014 Evergreen launched
the first Emerald ‘Star Ships'.
Characterised by a fresh, modern
style and innovative facilities, these
ships include a swimming pool that
transforms into a cinema.

Having won our first award, Cruise
Critic Editors’ Picks for “Best New
River Ships” in 2014, the future is
looking even brighter. With Emerald
Sun and Emerald Dawn poised to
join the fleet this year and another,

Emerald Belle, just announced for
2016, we take a step back to see
how it all started.
An interview with the ship builder
Janos Debrei gives an insight into the
birth of these beautiful vessels.
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Emerald Sky - March 2013

EWSW

NEW 17 DAY Best
of Switzerland &
Rhine River Cruise

GERMANY
Basel

FRANCE

1
2

Montreux

Lausanne

2

LAKE GENEVA

2

2

PASS
GOLDEN

Interlaken

Zermatt
The Matterhorn

Annecy
LAKE ANNECY

Zurich

Lucerne

Lauterbrunnen
Jungfrau

Chillon Castle

Geneva

ITALY

SWITZERLAND

WITH 8 DAY EUROPE RIVER CRUISE

$7,735*pp + Partner Fly Free*

SLOVAKIA

ROMANIA
Nuremberg
Melk Vienna HUNGARY Bucharest
Budapest
Passau Bratislava
Iron Gates Silistra
AUSTRIA
Arbanassi
Belgrade Veliko Tarnovo
SERBIA

" What is most important to me is that
the guests on board are at their happiest."
Emerald Sky - April 2014

I’ve worked with boats for more than
30 years as an engineer. I've always
wanted to be a sailor, even as a little
child growing up, so it has definitely
been a life-long passion.
I was also always interested in
actually building ships. I worked in
several shipyards before I came to
supervise new builds of river vessels
four years ago. For the Emerald ‘Star
Ship’ builds I am involved from the
beginning in the shipyard to the very
end until the maiden voyage.
When a client comes to you with
an idea to build a brand new ship
design, what is the process?
Firstly, the idea is put into plans by a
ship architect. These plans are then
reviewed and priced. Once the plans
and budget are accepted then the
building process commences.
3 | Explorer Magazine

There are approximately 100
engineers, technicians and workers
involved in the whole build. There are
weekly meetings to discuss progress,
possible challenges and next steps.
This is to make sure everyone is aware
of what’s happening and to keep the
commitment to complete the project
on time.
How long did it take to physically build
the first Emerald ship?
The whole building process takes
around a year. For instance construction
of Emerald Sun started in the middle of
last year and is coming together nicely.

The ‘Star Ship’ design is
contemporary and innovative
compared to other ships on Europe’s
rivers. What new methods,
processes or technology were used
on the build?

protection with an ultra-modern
sewage treatment system and galley
waste processing system.

The 21st century is the age of
the computers, information and
telecommunication so every useful
feature of these modern technologies
are incorporated into the Emerald
‘Star Ships’, from onboard navigation,
to machinery builds and of course
down to the comfort of the guests.

I am very happy with the
construction of these vessels,
however what is most important to
me is that the guests on board are at
their happiest. I witness this when I
am on board and see them enjoying
their cruise.

Other technologies we use include:
permanent internet access at all
points of the vessel, over 50 satellite
channels for TV and radio, online
guide books, online communications
with different service departments and
GPS positioning technology.
We are very conscious of the
environment so we’re using the
highest standards of environmental

What do you think of the Emerald
Ships? Are you happy with how
they are turning out?

The guest ratings are always high
and this proves to me that they
are very satisfied with the services,
comfort and the ship itself.
Discover all the cruising options
with our new 2016 Europe River
Cruising & Touring brochure for
yourself. Download or request a
brochure from our website or pick
up a copy at your local Evergreen
Expert Travel Agency.

24 DAY Eastern
Europe Escapade

EGRE
BERLIN

AMSTERDAM

This starts with the outside structure in
two sections, including the hull, which
are pieced together to form the base.
Following a successful water test,
the internal structure is created, then
followed by electrics, then the fit out
and carpet. The last thing placed all the
movable items such as beds, lounges,
cushions, plates and cutlery etc.

BULGARIA

If you’ve already sailed the classic
Amsterdam to Budapest route
and still want more of the magical
waterways this itinerary is for you! Relive arguably the prettiest part of the
Danube from Nuremberg then venture
to the less explored lower Danube
and finish in Bucharest.

$6,990*pp + Fly Free*

Janos Debrei – Star Ship Builder

How long have you worked with
ships and boats?

Visit 13 different cities and towns on
this cruise tour. From Amsterdam,
cruise along the Rhine on a deluxe
Emerald ‘Star Ship’ for seven nights
through beautiful Holland and Germany
into Basel, Switzerland. Then begin the
Best of Switzerland tour including a
Lake Geneva Cruise, Golden Pass train,
the Matterhorn and the breathtaking
Swiss Alps.

NEW 17 DAY
Nuremberg to Bucharest

EWNU

Emerald Sky - April 2013

Offer exclusives
See page1

COLOGNE

POTSDAM

2

WARSAW

2

RHINE GORGE

DRESDEN
MILTENBERG
BAMBERG 3
RÜDESHEIM
AUSCHWITZ
14
WERTHEIM
PRAGUE
2
WÜRZBURG
NUREMBERG
KRAKOW
REGENSBURG
MELK
PASSAU
VIENNA

BUDAPEST

Explore 21 cities, towns and villages.
Discover the best of Europe’s eastern
cities including Prague, Berlin,
Warsaw, Krakow and Budapest and
the quaint towns in between. Then
enjoy a 15 day deluxe Splendours of
Europe River Cruise from Budapest to
Amsterdam.

$10,090*pp + Fly Free*

21 DAY
Paris to Prague

ERPP/EFPP
AMSTERDAM

3

BRUSSELS COLOGNE
RHINE GORGE
MILTENBERG
PARIS RÜDESHEIM
BAMBERG
3
14
WERTHEIM
PRAGUE
WÜRZBURG
NUREMBERG
REGENSBURG
DÜRNSTEIN
BRATISLAVA
PASSAU
MELK VIENNA

BUDAPEST

$8,995*pp + Fly Free*

Discover 17 cities, towns and villages.
Explore Paris’ famous sights including
Notre Dame, the Opera House and
Champs Elysees. Tour Prague and
visit the thousand year-old Hradcany
Castle courtyard, Charles Bridge and
the famous Astronomical Clock. In
addition, enjoy the 15 day deluxe
Splendours of Europe River Cruise
on an award-winning Emerald
'Star Ship' .
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Omis, Croatia, a picturesque sea and river side town.

EICE
LIEFDEFJORD

NY ALESUND

SPITSBERGEN

LONGYEARBYEN

GREENLAND
KAISER
FRANZ JOSEF FJORD
MYGGBUKTA
ITTOQQORTOORMIIT
ISAFJORDUR

ELLA ISLAND

From Europe’s Rivers
to THE SEA

GRUNDAFJORDUR REYKJAVIK

ICELAND

WITH 15 DAY EUROPE RIVER CRUISE

$17,855*pp + Fly Free*

The cruising trend has taken Australia by storm! Aussies love the luxury of unpacking
once then relaxing as the ship sail its course. Europe is linked by waterways and
surrounded by oceans and seas. Here are four of the best reasons to take
your first European cruise (or experience another!)

EBAL

STOCKHOLM

NORWAY

TALLINN

RUSSIA

ESTONIA

Baltic
Sea

SWEDEN

DENMARK

ST PETERSBURG

HELSINKI

OSLO

COPENHAGEN
WARNEMUNDE
BERLIN

WITH 15 DAY EUROPE RIVER CRUISE

Offer exclusives
See page1

NEW 29 DAY Best of
the Arctic Adventure
After a 15 day river cruise, your Arctic
adventure begins with a night in Oslo,
then onward to Spitsbergen where
you’ll board the Poseidon Expedition
Ship, the Sea Spirit. For the next 14
days you’ll cruise the Greenland Sea
and be treated to breathtaking vistas
including the Northern Lights, stunning
icebergs and amazing Arctic wildlife
including polar bears, walrus, arctic
foxes and whales.

NEW 26 DAY Best of
the Baltic Cruise
Enjoy your superb 15 day river cruise,
then fly into Copenhagen and board
the beautiful Princess Cruise ship.
From here you’ll sail, the Baltic Sea
over the next 11 days. Experience
unique art, history, sights and
architecture of the region. Discover
cities including Oslo, Warnemunde,
Berlin, Tallinn, St Petersburg, Helsinki
and Stockholm.

$10,885*pp + Fly Free*

NEW 22 DAY
Mediterranean Cruise

EGMD

ROME

ISTANBUL

ITALY

NAPLES

TURKEY

EPHESUS
KUSADASI

GREECE

1

2

SIGHTS, SOUNDS
AND FEELINGS

REACH THE
UNREACHABLE

Historically the rivers and oceans
have been the lifeblood of Europe’s
economy. Many lives have been built
along the shores, transporting goods
and people from far and near. With
such a rich history these waterways
make a fascinating place to visit. Being
on a ship with friendly, like-minded
people there’s a good chance you’ll
find other kindred spirits. Whether
it’s a common love of food, sport,
culture, or sense of humour, many new
friendships have been forged on an
Evergreen trip.

HOTEL RESORTS
ON THE WATER

Cruising offers a unique view of the land
and skies. You won’t forget the first
time you sail past the magical hillside
vineyards in France or Germany, the
mesmerising deep blue waters of the
Mediterranean Sea, the breathtaking
northern lights or the towering cliffs of
Norway. Sailing is steeped in romance
which provides many with a sense of
freedom and adventure.

There are places in Europe you simply
cannot reach by car or coach. The
beauty of a cruise is the ability to
access to otherwise unreachable
lands whether it be secluded reefs,
remote islands, beautiful bays or
spectacular fjords. You’ll also get
close to the unique wildlife and flora
which inhabit these magnificent and
distant locations. Fall in love with
the likes of polar bears frolicking
in Spitsbergen, walrus sunbaking
in Greenland and the puffins in the
Arctic region.

Today's ocean cruisers have state-ofthe-art features and comforts like Wi-Fi,
swimming pool, cinema, spas and
balconies, while river ships are smaller
and more intimate due to the nature
of the waters they sail. Both types
have purpose built features and are
designed to suit each type of sailing.

HISTORY AND
CULTURE
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3

4

How do you choose? At Evergreen,
we thought…why not experience both!
We have designed a number of new
itineraries where you can enjoy the best
of both wonderful worlds of cruising.

Mediterranean Sea

ATHENS
MYKONOS

CRETE HERAKLION
WITH 15 DAY EUROPE RIVER CRUISE

Following your 15 day deluxe river
cruise, fly into Rome where your
superb Ocean Princess ship awaits.
For the next week, take in the best
of the magnificent Mediterranean
stopping in Naples, Crete, Turkey, the
Greek Island of Mykonos and finishing
in Athens. Packed with history,
scenery and culture, tick another
experience off that bucket list.

$8,980*pp + Fly Free*
ENOR

HAMMERFEST
KIRKENES
TROMSO
HARSTAD
1 AMSTERDAM
NESNA
COLOGNE

TRONDHEIM

6

ALESUND
BERGEN

GERMANY

14

PASSAU

NUREMBERG
MELK
VIENNA
BUDAPEST

$8,735*pp + Fly Free*

22 DAY
Norwegian Fjord Cruise
Introduced last year, this popular
Hurtigruten Cruise features an
additional seven days sailing along
Norway’s dramatic coast after your
15 day river cruise. Discover incredible
fjords and waterfalls to killer whales and
sea eagles. The scenery continues to
unveil as you sail into the Arctic Circle.
In the summer enjoy extended hours
of sunlight or catch the Northern Lights
from September onwards.
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Recipe

Top 3 Travel

Tobias’ favourite, this sweet dish is
created with cheese curd. This recipe
and preparation is a family tradition
which he learnt from his grandmother.

PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS
Emerald Waterways Chef,
TOBIAS FRITZ

Digital cameras have revolutionised
travel photography. Instantly view your
pictures, take hundreds of shots rather
than a few rolls and share photos
with family and friends easily. We’ve
hand-picked three of the best tips to
consider when snapping on the road.
You can read more on the Community
section of our website.

1. TAKE SPARES
– JUST IN CASE!

2. TO FLASH OR NOT
TO FLASH

3. TAKE THE MOMENT
IN AND ENJOY

Sometimes the inevitable happens
where your memory card runs out of
space or the card just stops working
so don’t forget to pack a few spares.
Running out of power is also frustrating
so pack a spare battery and your
power converter.

Natural light illuminates your subject
for a more “realistic” shot so without
enough ambient light, your picture will
lack detail and be dark. If this is the
case turn your flash on. Remember it
will be very bright and the light won’t
reach far so it’s not recommended for
landscape shots.

Professor Hinke in the Journal
Psychological Science writes about a
“photo-taking impairment effect” which
suggests that taking photos may
affect one’s memory. True or not, our
tip is to take a moment to enjoy your
surroundings!

What are your top travel photography tips? Share them on our Facebook page as we - and others Explorers - would love to hear
about your best lessons.

“Photography is a love affair with life.”
Burk Uzzle – Famous American documentary photographer
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For those who have already been
lucky enough to cruise on an
Emerald ‘Star Ship’, you’ll
remember the delicious food
created by our passionate chefs.
We took time out with one of the
chefs, Tobias Fritz, to find out more
about him and the food he creates.

a culinary teacher and catering
instructor at the Culinary Institute
Muscat, in Oman. One of my best
experiences was as head chef for
expedition vessels which sailed in
the Arctic and Antarctic Sea.

Tell us a little about
yourself Tobias

I’m always searching for new or
different tastes or aromas so I
don’t have a specific favourite
restaurant. But I can recommend
Jamie Oliver’s “15” in Amsterdam,
the “Schweizerhaus” in Vienna,
and “Fatal” in Budapest which is
one of my favourites!

I have been a chef for 27 years.
I grew up in a small town near
Graz, Austria. As a kid I loved to
watch and help my mother and
my grandmother in the kitchen.
All those fabulous aromas and
colourful ingredients - fantastic!
At 16, I apprenticed in a famous
restaurant in Graz before working
in various hotels and restaurants in
Austria, Switzerland, Spain, Turkey
and Albania. I worked as head of
the food for Ferrari and Mercedes
Formula 1 teams. I then became

What is your favourite restaurant
on the rivers?

Where would you like to travel
to next?

CARAMELISED TOPFENSCHMARRN WITH
ZWETSCHKENRÖSTER

(Caramelised Curd Pancake Pieces
with Stewed Plums)
Ingredients Schmarrn
(Pancake pieces):
• 3 Eggs, separated
• 30g Walnuts
• 60g Apricots
• 200g Curd cheese (20% fat)
• 40g Plain flour
• 20g Wheat corn flour/starch
• 60g Caster sugar
• 1tsp Vanilla essence
• 30g Butter
• Salt to taste
Ingredients Stewed Plums:
• 300g Plums
• 150ml Red wine
• 100g Sugar
• 1 Tbsp Wheat Corn flour/starch
• 20g Vanilla Sugar
• Cinnamon powder if desired
Method:
Preheat oven to 200OC. Separate the
eggs, chop the walnuts and cut the
apricots into small dices. Mix the curd
cheese together with egg yolk, flour,
starch, half the sugar (30g), vanilla and
a pinch of salt. Stir in chopped walnuts
and apricots. Whisk the egg white stiff
and gently fold into the curd cheese
mixture. Melt butter and grease base
of an ovenproof skillet. Pour the mixture
into the pan then into preheated oven
and bake for 8 to 10 minutes or until
the dough has a nice brown colour.
Remove the pan from the oven and
cut the Schmarrn into large cubes.
Sprinkle with remaining sugar. Wash
the plums, cut in half and remove the
stone. Mix the plums together with
red wine and sugar into a pot and let it
simmer 10 – 15 minutes. Thicken liquid
with starch. Season it with vanilla sugar
and cinnamon. Arrange the Schmarrn
on warmed plates, sprinkle it with icing
sugar and serve it with stewed plums.
Decorate it with fresh mint.

I have travelled a lot in my life but
the destination I’d like to discover
next is South East Asia as I have a
weakness for Vietnamese and Thai
cuisine.
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Historical temples of Angkor Wat. Siem Reap, Cambodia

Beautiful vistas of Queenstown and surround

EXPLORER
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SOUTH EAST ASIA

NEW ZEALAND

Discover fascinating South East Asia, a vibrant land full of beautiful
landscapes, lively people, superb cuisine, rich culture and a poignant history.
EAHS

HANOI 2

1 HALONG BAY

EAHC

CRUISE

HUE 1
SIEM REAP 2

CAMBODIA

Phnom Penh 7
Tan Chau

MEKONG
NAVIGATOR

EAMC

HANOI 2

EZCT

Siem Reap

2 HALONG BAY
CRUISE

VIETNAM

2 HO CHI MINH CITY
My Tho

From $6,195* pp +
Fly Free Return including taxes*

Phnom Penh

VIETNAM

7
MEKONG
NAVIGATOR

Hokitika

FRANZ JOSEF GLACIER

Ho Chi Minh City

Haast Valley
Wanaka

QUEENSTOWN

Tan Chau

2 HO CHI MINH CITY

Sa Dec

Milford Sound
Cruise

My Tho

Fiordland
National Park

My Tho

From $5,395* pp +
Fly Free Return including taxes*

Hobbiton Movie
Set Tour
2

Waitangi Treaty Grounds

PAIHIA

ROTORUA

AUCKLAND

Mekong River

Mekong River

MEKONG
NAVIGATOR

EZNI

1

Lake Taupo

Kampong
Cham

CAMBODIA

Phnom Penh 7
Tan Chau

AUCKLAND

Tonle Sap Lake

Danang

SIEM REAP 2

EZCI

CAMBODIA

VIETNAM

3 HOI AN

For an amazing adventure close to home, the heart of New Zealand ticks
all the boxes from highlight attractions to cultural and culinary experiences.

From $1,695* pp includes
Earlybird discount*

From $6,695* pp +
Free Cabin Upgrade*

2

1

1

Matakohe Kauri Museum

2 1

Hobbiton Movie
Set Tour
2

Lake Taupo

CHRISTCHURCH

Lake Tekapo

TE ANAU

1

Picton
2 WELLINGTON
TranzAlpine
Rail Kaikoura
1 1

1

Bay of Islands
Cape Brett Cruise

ROTORUA

Mt Cook National Park

TWIZEL

Moeraki Boulders

2

DUNEDIN

2

WELLINGTON

North Island from $3,475*pp,
South Island from $2,965*pp

From $4,385* pp

19 DAY Vietnam
and Cambodia
Explorer Cruise Tour

16 DAY Highlights
of Vietnam and
Cambodia Cruise Tour

8 DAY
Magnificent Mekong
River Cruise

25 DAY
New Zealand
Explorer & Cruise

15 DAY
New Zealand
Mosaic

Short Break? Choose a
short 9 DAY North or
10 DAY South Tour

Beginning in Hanoi, discover the
French influences and meet the
locals, then cruise picturesque
Halong Bay on a private junk. Fly to
the country’s centre and discover
Hoi An, Hue and Danang and learn
the traditions of these beautiful
people. Continue to Ho Chi Minh
City in the south for war history
before embarking on an eight day
Magnificent Mekong cruise. Internal
flights and 40 meals are included.

Explore the best of the big attractions
in Vietnam and Cambodia. Starting in
Hanoi, discover this city’s charm,
history and culture. Enjoy a private
Halong Bay cruise then fly to tour
vibrant Ho Chi Minh City before
boarding the luxurious new Mekong
Navigator. For the next eight days,
cruise through the heart of Cambodia
with guided day trips, markets and local
entertainment. Internal flights and 36
meals are included.

Cruise the mighty Mekong in luxury
and style on the newest ship on the
river! Decorated in French colonial
style, the ship has opulent oversized
suites, a spa and fitness centre,
lounge and sun deck. Discover
the region’s fascinating history,
natural beauty, bustling markets and
cultural sites with daily excursions,
educational talks and traditional
entertainment. 20 sumptuous meals
are included.

Sail from Sydney to New Zealand
via Melbourne and Hobart over
fifteen days on the beautiful Diamond
Princess. Your first view of New
Zealand is the breathtaking Milford
Sound, leaving you spellbound
and wanting more! Then cruise
to Auckland along New Zealand’s
east coast before a ten day journey
packed with history, culture and the
unbelievable scenery for which New
Zealand is renowned.

On this two week tour see the very
best of New Zealand. Starting in
Auckland, explore the North Island
with Hobbits, Maori culture and mud
spas. Onto the South to experience
waterfalls, glowworms, Dunedin - the
Scotland of the south - and beautiful
Milford Sound. Discover the adventure
capital Queenstown and amazing Franz
Josef Glacier. Return to Christchurch
through the Southern Alps on the
TranzAlpine railway.

Favourites like the 9 Day North Island
Unveiled (EZNI) or the 10 Day Scenic
South Island (EZSI) are back by
popular demand. Each features iconic
must-see sights and sounds unique
to each island. Both tours seamlessly
combine for the 18 Day Grand New
Zealand Tour. If you are short on
time simply pick your favourite: the
fiery, volcanic north or the striking,
panoramic south.

offer exclusives
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SILVER MEMBER

GOLD MEMBER

DIAMOND MEMBER

SAVE an extra $200pp*

SAVE an extra $300pp*

SAVE an extra $500pp*

Discount code EVDIR185

Discount code EVDIR185

Discount code EVDIR185

offer exclusives

SILVER MEMBER

GOLD MEMBER

DIAMOND MEMBER

SAVE an extra $200pp*

SAVE an extra $300pp*

SAVE an extra $450pp*

Discount code EVDIR199

Discount code EVDIR199

Discount code EVDIR199
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exclusive invitation

2016 Europe
Cruising & Touring

2014

Editors’
Picks

Best New River Ships

Join us for an informative and inspirational presentation to learn about the exciting new
tours, cruises, ships and hot Earlybird deals in our 2016 program. Stay for complimentary
tea and coffee and have our product experts answer your questions.
Adelaide – 22 April
Perth – 24 April
Melbourne – 28 April
Brisbane – 30 April
Sydney – 5 May

Registration is essential as places are limited.
Exclusively for our Silver, Gold and Diamond
members, we’re holding a special presentation
for you at 11am. Visit evergreentours.com.au/
ExplorerEurope2016 or call 1300 397 567
For our friends and those new to Evergreen Tours,
this presentation will be at 2.30pm.
Visit evergreentours.com.au/InfoEurope2016
or call 1300 383 747

CAN'T MAKE IT TO THE EVENT?
We understand that not everyone can attend our
presentation, so we’ll come to you. We will be streaming
our presentation live as a webcast on 5 May at 2.30pm (AEST).
Register online to get your log-in details.
You’ll be able to view the presentation live on your computer,
tablet or mobile phone. To register visit:
evergreentours.com.au/webcast or call 1300 383 747.

*Conditions apply. Pricing and exclusive member offer EVDIR199 and EVDIR202 expires on 31/5/2015. EVDIR185 expires on 30/6/2015. Code must be quoted at time of booking to redeem offer. For FULL conditions refer to Evergreen Tours Website. All prices based on per person twin share. Valid on new bookings only. EVDIR202
Excludes France and Russia river cruising. Offers are combinable with Earlybirds, Early Payment, Information Session Vouchers BUT NOT combinable with Expert/direct discounts and Group discounts. All prices based on land and cruise components only. EUROPE - EWSW price based on 9/7/16 departure in E category cabin includes
Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 12 months prior to departure. EWNU price based on 24/3/16 departure in E category cabin includes Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 10 months prior to departure. EGRE price based on 26/7/16 departure in E category cabin includes Early Payment Discount with FULL
payment made 12 months prior to departure. ERPP/EFPP price based on 12/10/16 departure in E category cabin includes Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 12 months prior to departure. EICE price based on 16/8/16 departure in E category cabin includes Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 12 months prior
to departure. EBAL price based on 16/8/16 departure in E category cabin includes Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 12 months prior to departure. EGMD price based on 30/4/16 departure in E category cabin includes Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 10 months prior to departure. ENOR price based on
1/10/16 departure in E category cabin includes Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 12 months prior to departure. ASIA - EAHS price based on 19/8/16 departure includes Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 12 months prior to departure. EAHC price based on 22/8/16 departure includes Early Payment Discount
with FULL payment made 12 months prior to departure. EAMC price based on 28/8/16 departure includes Earlybird and Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 12 months prior to departure. NZ - EZCT price based on 16/2/16 departure includes Earlybird and Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 10 months prior
to departure. EZCI price based on 15/3/16 departure includes Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 10 months prior to departure. EZSI price based on 20/3/16 departure includes Early Payment Discount with FULL payment made 10 months prior to departure. EZNI price based on 12/3/16 departure includes Early Payment
Discount with FULL payment made 10 months prior to departure. $1,000pp non-refundable deposit due within 5 days of booking. A second non-refundable deposit of $2,000pp is due by 30/6/15 or 11 months prior to tour/cruise departure whichever comes first. All offers subject to availability at time of booking and are valid until
30/6/15 or until sold out. Airfare Specials: Valid ex Australia based on economy class to specific ports and must be booked by Evergreen Tours. Must be taken in conjunction with tours listed. Airfare subject to variation & based on specific class on specific airline enquire at the time of booking, if class not available a surcharge will apply.
Evergreen Tours reserves the right to ticket the airfare upon receipt of deposit. Once issued, air tickets are non-refundable & subject to Amendment & Cancellation Fees as established by the applicable airline. Airport & Airline taxes up to $595pp for Asian Flights and Port Taxes and up to $950pp for European flights and Port Taxes are
included and based on departure city & subject to change.Subject to availability at time of booking or until sold out. Surcharges may apply on credit card transactions. Prices, Dates, Taxes & availability correct at 19/3/15 & subject to change. Evergreen Tours (a division of Scenic Tours Pty Ltd) ABN 85 002 715 602. Lic. No. 2TA 002 633.

